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QUESTION 1

What are two use cases for employing widget configuration settings? (Choose two.) 

A. to expose parameters that may vary between widget instances 

B. to provide an increased level of merchandiser control over widget behavior and display 

C. to determine whether a widget can be placed on a layout 

D. to provide links to 3rd party JavaScript libraries 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements describe benefits of the custom payment framework for merchants? (Choose two.) 

A. Merchants can leverage the provided payment webhooks or create their own custom webhooks 

B. Merchants can change the underlying payment service provider without affecting their integration 

C. Merchants can store credit cards on the Commerce Cloud server in its PCI-compliant zone 

D. Merchants can apply their own business rules on top of each transaction 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://stripe.com/docs/recipes/identity-verification-notifications-for-custom-accounts
https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/pci-compliance/#what-is-the-pci-dss 

 

QUESTION 3

Oracle Commerce Cloud allows developers and business users to change the shopper experience to suit their needs by
modifying components within page layouts via the REST APIs or via the Administration UI. 

How can you create a new page layout instance? 

A. Create a new layout instance by cloning an existing layout instance 

B. Upload a new storefront extension that defines the new layout instance 

C. Determine the type of layout and create a new blank instance 

D. You cannot create a new layout instance since there is a fixed number of layouts that cannot be updated 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/transitioning-to-oracle-commerce-cloud.pdf 
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QUESTION 4

The following code from a sample gateway.json file shows the configuration for a web checkout payment gateway
extension without the transaction types filled in: 

What three of the valid transaction types for the generic payment method are needed for web checkout using redirect?
(Choose three.) 

A. authorization 

B. initiate 

C. void 

D. refund 

E. retrieve 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E77817_01/Cloud.16-4/ExtendingCC/html/
s1602overviewofwebcheckoutsysteminteg01.html 

 

QUESTION 5

When configuring sites, you have two properties related to price groups: the default price group and 

additional price groups. Consider the following scenario: 

Site US has the US Dollar price group set as its default price group. 

Site Canada has the Canadian Dollar price group as its default price group, but needs a second price 

group for US dollars. 

It can either share the US Dollar price group with Site US or have a separate US Dollars2 price group. 

Under what condition should Site Canada use the separate US Dollars2 as its additional price group? 

A. The two countries have different sales tax rate calculations 

B. Reports in Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition need to separate sales totals in US dollars by site 

C. Site Canada has two languages and two currencies, and therefore needs dedicated price groups to accurately
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display prices 

D. US dollar prices differ between Site US and Site Canada 

Correct Answer: A 
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